MAINTAIN VISIBILITY OF YOUR FLEET—EVEN WHILE ON THE ROAD.

www.michelintruck.com/tirecare

MICHELIN® TIRE CARE™ ROAD READY

ROAD READY SERVICE

MICHELIN® TIRE CARE™ Road Ready service helps fleets improve uptime and reduce costs through digital yard-checks performed by the Michelin Commercial Service Network. This gives you fleet visibility with actionable inspection updates and reporting while your vehicles are on the road.

Road Ready offers on-the-road peace of mind by utilizing Love’s TirePass lane to:

• Check and record air pressure and tread depth
• Auto-inflate low-pressure tires
• Visually assess all tires and wheels
• Receive aggregated data with your fleet’s other vehicles in the MICHELIN TIRE CARE data warehouse
• All data is aggregated with your fleet’s MICHELIN TIRE CARE data to deliver a comprehensive view of your fleet’s performance and needs.

QUICK FACTS

• The service occurs in the inside fuel lane, nearest the Love’s location, at each location. You can fuel while the tire inspection is performed.
• The lane is open 24 hours. You can request service via a call box in the lane.
• Road Ready service is $10 per vehicle. (Tractor and trailer are separate vehicles.)
• Assessments will be completed in the time it takes to fuel a vehicle.
• The service lane is available at most locations featuring a Love’s® Truck Tire Care facility.
• Flow-through valve caps enhance the Love’s® TirePass service experience.
FAQ

HOW DOES LOVE’S® KNOW I AM A ROAD READY CUSTOMER?
The Love’s® technician will scan a QR code containing your vehicle’s VIN number. This will be placed on your vehicle either before you leave your company’s facility or during your first inspection. The QR code will identify you as a Road Ready customer.

DO I HAVE TO FUEL-UP IN ORDER TO RECEIVE A ROAD READY INSPECTION?
No, you are not required to purchase fuel in order to receive an inspection.

WHAT ARE THE HOURS OF OPERATION?
Love’s® TirePass® is open 24/7.

To receive MICHELIN® TIRE CARE™ or Road Ready service, or for additional information:

- See your Michelin representative
- Visit michelintruck.com/tirecare
- Visit michelin.tirecare@us.michelin.com

NOTE: The Love’s® TirePass® system will not deflate a tire to prevent possible underinflation when the tire cools. For safety reasons, the Love’s® TirePass® system will not allow tires to be inflated when a tire PSI is under 75% of listed operating pressure. Tires under this level are considered flat and should be inspected at the Love’s® Truck Tire Care facility.